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A Powerful Duo: Compass Software has partnered with 
Wagemeyer’s Development Team 
The common goal is to strengthen the development team for the benefit of the customer 

Dortmund, Germany March 8, 2017 – Compass Software, one of the top specialists for staircase 
construction software, and the former Wagemeyer Corporation, chief competitor from the get-
go, are joining forces in working on developments for Compass’ staircase solutions. 

“The combination of expertise that both sides have collected over many years is what makes 
this cooperation so unique. We are convinced that our customers will profit tremendously from 
the exchange of know how in the field of staircase construction and we are very happy to gain a 
new asset for our development team!”, states Detlef Hollinderbaeumer, CEO of the software 
company.  

“This partnership is built on our mutual ideas of what an innovative, intelligent, and high-
quality staircase construction software should be like,” adds Anton Wagemeyer.  

The development team plans on designing powerful improvements and additions, which will 
focus even more on the individual needs of customers. The collaboration paves the way for an 
innovative and eventful future.  

 

About Compass Software 

Compass Software develops software for staircase construction and timber processing and 
offers CNC connections to all established machines. The company, which is headquartered in 
Dortmund, Germany, is one of the global industry leaders. Compass Software offers complete 
solutions that encompass everything from the constructive planning and three-dimensional 
design visualization of staircases to the control of CNC powered and nearly fully automatic 
manufacturing. For more than 30 years, the company which currently employs a staff of 35, has 
been delivering innovative solutions to customers in more than 30 different countries. Compass 
Software’s customers range from small businesses, which only finish few staircases each month, 
to industrial staircase manufacturers, who produce more than 15,000 staircases each year.  
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